Abstract-A modification of the linear quadtree [3], the threaded linear hierarchical quadtree (TLHQT), is proposed for the computation of geometric properties of binary images. Since most of the algorithms used in connection with computation of geometric properties require frequent exploration of adjacencies, a structure which keeps permanently in memory some adjacency links is introduced. In this paper, we present some results obtained by using the TLHQT for labeling connected components, evaluating perimeter and Euler's number in a quadtree environment. The algorithms for computing perimeter and Euler number and the first phase of the labeling algorithm are shown to have time complexity O ( B ) , where B is the number of black nodes of the quadtree. The authors determine the adjacency links at the very beginning-namely, when the binary image is mapped from raster scan to the quadtree. Pixel adjacency is, in fact, available during row scanning, and node's adjacency is easy to evaluate locally when performing condensation of nodes into larger quadrants and also while merging partial quadtrees. Although the structure requires space nearly four times as much as the linear quadtfee, the requirement is roughly half that for the pointer-based quadtree. Also it appears that for computing geometric properties, the TLHQT offers execution timings better than those obtained by both the linear and pointer-based quadtrees and the graph structure reported in [16].
INTRODUCTION
It is known that, among the various data structures proposed for representing binary images, quadtrees lead to a saving in storage and facilitate the implementation of many operations on these images, like the computation of geometric properties. The quadtree arises from the representation of a regular decomposition of a square grid of size 2 " x 2 " , enclosing the image, into homogeneously colored quadrants, the smallest quadrant being a pixel [I] .
There are two commonly used representations of the quadtree in the computer: 1) Each node of the tree is represented as a record with six fields, in which four fields are pointers to the sons, one is a pointer to the father and the last encodes the color (i.e., black, white, or gray) of the node [l] , [2] , [7] - [9] .
2) Each black node is represented as an n-digit quaternary code ("q-code") and the codes are numerically ordered in an array to get a linear quadtree, thereby avoiding pointers. In this paper, we introduce a modification of the linear quadtree called the threaded linear hierarchical quadtree (TLHQT) and explore the possibility of deriving this structure directly from the raster scan of a binary image, to be used later to compute the geometric properties of binary images. We consider the following three typical geometric properties: 1) connected component labeling 2) perimeter 3) Euler number. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II: Threaded linear hierarchical quadtree (TLHQT). Section III: Conversion of a raster-scanned binary image to Section IV: Computation of geometric properties. Section V: Concluding remarks.
THREADED LINEAR HIERARCHICAL QUADTREE (TLHQT)
The computation of most of the geometric properties of binary images needs information regarding spatially adjacent nodes of the quadtree. In the pointer-based structure, traversal of the appropriate links is necessary to locate a neighbor at same level [4] while in the linear quadtree, this is achieved by first computing the qcode of a neighbor of same size and then searching for the presence of the neighbor q-code in the linear quadtree itself [3] . The authors [6] have shown that by structuring the q-codes (in terms of size) into a hierarchy of arrays, the search for a q-code of size 4 A is restricted to the subarray at level k . Also, by using a bottom-up approach, which analyses, from the pixel level q-codes, in sizeincreasing order, the computational time can be further reduced.
In this paper, we propose a structure to eliminate these searches altogether. We do this by generating and storing in each node the information about neighbors during the raster scan conversion, in addition to the q-code of the node. The main idea is to link a black node, identified by a q-code and its position in one of the n arrays, with its black neighbors at the same or higher level of hierarchy. The threading is thus different from the one proposed by Hunter and Steiglitz [5] . In the "roped" quadtrees proposed by Hunter and Steiglitz, every black node has pointers (or ropes) to its four neighbors. But the neighbors pointed to need not be all leaf nodes, with the result additional tree traversals are necessary to locate the neighboring leaf nodes. It can be seen that in the new structure called the threaded linear hierarchical quadtree (TLHQT), every node pointed to is a black node. The computation of geometric properties involving exploration of adjacencies is therefore faster than using a "roped" quadtree. We now give the definition of TLHQT, based on the LHQT proposed by the authors [6] . Note that if only the black nodes of a pointer-based quadtree (or the q-codes of a linear quadtree) are arranged in a hierarchy of n arrays, according to size, we obtain the LHQT with the following properties. 1) The array at level k ( 0 < k < n -1 ) contains b, black nodes of size 4', represented by ( n -k ) quaternary digits called linear hierarchical q-codes (LHQC's).
2) The LHQC's in each level k are sorted in an increasing order. If, in addition, links to the neighbor nodes along the directions NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, and WEST at the same or higher levels (i.e., at levels > k ) of hierarchy are provided, the threaded linear hierarchical quadtree (TLHQT) is obtained. Formally, the TLHQT is defined as follows (using Pascal-like constructs): [I] .thread = nil then T [ I ] has no black neighbor at the same or higher levels.
Remark 2: A QNODE at level k will have links to a neighbor of same size only along the directions EAST and SOUTH, as these QNODE's are sorted in increasing order, with respect to the LHQC of the QNODE.
For illustration, Tables I and I1 present, respectively, the LHQT and the TLHQT for Fig. l(a) .
CONVERSION OF A RASTER SCANNED BINARY IMAGE TO
TLHQT Often, the input to an imaging system is derived from a raster scan of the scene, and, therefore, it is desirable to build the TLHQT as and when the raster rows are scanned. In [ 1 I], an algorithm is given to construct the LHQT from a raster scan. Other algorithms for building quadtrees from raster can be found in [18] , [19] . In this paper, we show that the TLHQT can also be similarly constructed, using a marginal overhead of space and time (when compared to the generation of LHQT), required to introduce the threads.
The basic idea is to build the TLHQT from the top and bottom halves of the image separately. This generates two sets of linked lists, one set of each half, storing the QNODE's, as defined in Section 11. Thus if LIST-TOP[k] and LIST-BOT[k] are the two sets of linked lists fork = 0, 1, . . . n -2, the two are merged to produce a final hierarchy of n lists, representing the TLHQT for the image. The TLHQT for each half is generated by recursively subdividing each half into subhalves and combining the partial TLHQT's generated for each subhalf.
As an illustration of the procedure, consider the 2' X 2' image of Fig This operation is repeated until the TLHQTs for the top and bottom halves of the image are combined. The complete algorithm consists of two distinct stages: 1) Generating the partial TLHQT from the scan rows corresponding to k = 1.
2) Combining the TLHQT's of the top and bottom halves of the portion scanned, corresponding to k > 1, to produce a single list,
The latter stage involves two steps: consider level k > 1 of recursion. Threads are introduced at three stages as explained below. Let the EAST and WEST threads be called horizontal threads and the NORTH and SOUTH threads, the vertical threads.
Stage a ) : During the scanning of a pair of rows, the pixels are read in quadrant-wise. Thus the vertical threads (across pixels) and the horizontal threads are easily introduced by computing the adjacencies with the last three QNODE's generated.
Stage b): When four QNODE's of level k -1 condense to a QNODE Q I at level k, the horizontal threads to the previously generated QNODE 4 2 of level k are introduced when Q1 is inserted into LIST [k] . All QNODE's of level < k -1 that were previously linked to any four of the condensing QNODE's must be relinked to Q I . It can be seen that such QNODE's to be relinked are only horizontal to Q1. amount of space and time required for the lists CAND generated at various instances. (It may be noted that when the procedure RASQUAD returns, the list CAND is returned as CAND-TOP or CAND-BOT.) In the Appendix, it is shown that in the case of images whose levelwise distribution of LHQCs is skewed towards pixels, the additional space requirement is O ( Bn2/2") and the corresponding time requirement is O ( B ) . Table I11 gives the total execution timings and extra space consumed by the algorithm for six typical cases of a 64 * 64 image. The time required to build LHQT,
given in Table 111 , shows that the extra amount of time to build TLHQT is of O ( B ) .
I v . COMPUTATION OF GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
We now use the TLHQT to compute three typical geometric properties (of binary images) that require exploration of adjacencies. They are: 1) connected component labeling, 2) perimeter, and 3) Euler number. We demonstrate that the adjacencies are easily explored using the threads, thus simplifying the respective algorithms.
A . Connected Component Labeling
This is the process of assigning a label to all those QNODE's which form a connected set. The algorithms given in [6] and [7] accomplish the labeling in two steps:
1) The QNODE's are assigned initial labels with the constraint that the label assigned to a QNODE is propagated to all its neighbors. If a QNODE and its neighbor assume different labels, the two labels are put into an equivalence set.
2) The equivalence sets are merged to form equivalence classes [20] , [2 I] . A unique label is assigned to all those QNODE's whose label is in a single equivalence class.
The proposed algorithm uses the TLHQT as the input and executes the two steps in a way different from and faster than the ones found in [6] and [7] . In fact, for a given QNODE, the adjacency in all four directions is easily explored using the threads. Once a link is established from a given QNODE Q1 to its neighbor 4 2 in a given direction using a procedure EXPLORE-ADJ, both Q1 and 4 2 are labeled. A label originating at the node Q1 is spread to the maximal area of the connected region by recursively invoking the procedure EXPLORE-ADJ for 4 2 . As a result, the number of equivalence sets of labels is minimized. A QNODE Q1 which is examined in all four directions has its label > 0 if Q1 is not isolated. This fact is made use of in avoiding any possible reconsideration of Q1 at a latter stage. Thus it can be seen that for the phase 1 of the labeling algorithm, each QNODE is visited only once. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the procedure. 
B. Perimeter Computation
Perimeter is the length of the boundary of a binary picture. While using the TLHQT for the computation of perimeter, we note that a QNODE at level k can contribute to the perimeter an amount equal, at most, to 4 X 2. Whenever a QNODE has a link to a neighbor, twice the length of the segment shared by the QNODE and the neighbor is subtracted from the global variable PERIMETER. After the four directions have been examined, PERIMETER is updated by 4 X 2. Note that each QNODE is examined only once.
C. Euler Number Computation
Euler number of an image is the difference between the number of connected components and the number of holes in the image. Dyer [9] has shown that the Euler number is given by B -E + V , where B is the number of black nodes, E the number of pairs of In a TLHQT, B is the number of QNODE's and E is the number of threads. Thus V alone needs to be computed. To this end, consider Fig. 4(a) corresponding to the case of a triple. Each triple can be represented by a graph having three vertices and three links. A vertex is associated with a black block and an.edge with a thread. Eight graphs are possible for triples, of which only four represent valid geometrical placements of blocks. All the four graphs and the corresponding placement of blocks are given in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that there is a starting vertex in each graph, from which it is possible to reach a common vertex, moving first clockwise and then anticlockwise. Because of symmetry with respect to the starting vertex, only the graphs shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) arc considered for explaining the algorithm to detect triples.
The quadruple shown in Fig. 4 (b) can also be represented similarly by a graph having four vertices and four links. Here only eight graphs represent valid placement of nodes and because of symmetry with respect to the starting vertex, only four cases shown in Fig. 6 need to be considered.
The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm using the TLHQT is to compute the number of instances of triples and quadruples in the image traversing the links originating from a QNODE. From Figs. 5 and 6, it follows that to locate a triple (or a quadruple) around the NORTH and EAST directions of a QNODE Q, one has to traverse the links in both directions. Starting along the NORTH direction, if one collects successive clockwise links in a set, the traversal terminates in at most three steps. Now if one starts from Q and proceeds along the EAST direction, collecting successive anticlockwise links, one is bound to find a link that belongs to the first set, in cases shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6(a). (b) , and (c). However, the case corresponding to the graph in Fig. 6(d) needs a slightly different treatment, since starting from the vertices A and C , one cannot go beyond one step in the two perpendicular directions. Since A and Care considered one after the other, the decision regarding quadruple has to be deferred until both A and C are considered. The QNODE (say A ) which is examined first will mark the two QNODE's B and D reachable from A ; the other QNODE (say C ) examined next will find B and D marked, detecting a quadruple. See Figs. 7 and 8 for typical outputs.
D. Complexity of the Algorithms
It is easy to see that for the perimeter computation and for the first phase of the connected component labeling, each black node (i.e., a QNODE) is examined only once. For these two cases, the 
Fig. 7 . Typical output for the algorithms of Section IV
complexity is therefore O ( B ) . (However, as regards the second phase of the algorithm for the labeling, the time complexity is dependent on the merging technique and since it is a common factor for implementation of the same algorithm on other structures too,
we have not considered it separately.) Also in the algorithm to compute the Euler number, around a QNODE, at the most only three instances of a triple or a quadruple are encountered; each such instance requires the traversal of at most four links. The algorithm also therefore has a time complexity of O ( B ) .
V. SPACE REQUIREMENT OF THE TLHQT
The space consumed by the TLHQT is dependent on the total number of threads. Refemng to Fig. 9 , it can be seen that a given QNODE can occupy only one of the four quadrants indicated. The maximum number of links possible for each of these quadrants is indicated in Fig. 9 . Therefore, on the average, the maximum num- 
APPENDIX
We compute here the space and time for raster to TLHQT conversion over the raster to LHQT conversion, as this excess amount is what is required for the introduction of threads during raster scan. To this end, we derive three results here:
1) An estimate of the expected size of the list CAND at any level k, 0 I k 5 n -1.
2 ) Maximum amount of space required to store the various CAND lists.
3) The expected amount of time required to introduce the threads.
From the algorithm, it is clear that all horizontal threads are introduced as and when a QNODE is built and hence no significant amount of space and time is required to introduce horizontal threads, when compared to the other phases of the algorithm. However, vertical threads at any level k , 0 I k s n -l , of recursion are introduced after scanning two lists, CAND-TOP and CAND-BOT, respectively, for the top and bottom halves of the image segment, consisting of 2' lines, corresponding to level k . Each element of each of these lists is scanned at most once and therefore the space and time required to introduce threads is directly related to the size of the list CAND at various stages of recursion.
We first state our assumptions:
1) The black nodes of the image are uniformly distributed over the image grid. Thus if bk is the expected number of black nodes at any level k, 0 c k 5 n -1 , corresponding to a level of recursion k and in an area covered by 2 lines of the raster is bk/2 n -k .
)
In practice, there are many images which have their distribution of nodes skewed towards pixels. To derive a realistic complexity estimate, such a distribution of nodes expressible as shown below is assumed. Let B be the total number of QNODE's of the TLHQT
It can be seen that the value of p that satisfies ( 2 ) is nearly 0.5 + 1 / 3 * 2". Accordingly, in the results derived below, the fact that p = 0.5 + 1 / 3 * 2" is used in simplifying the expressions. Proofi It may be noted that at level k of recursion, the QNODE's of level k are inserted into the list CAND only after condensation at level k + 1. So while estimating the space requirement, it is sufficient to consider b,, 0 s i I k -1 in deriving the value of ck. Therefore from Result 1, it follows that BP((2PIk -1 ) c k = 2 " ( 2 p -1) .
The maximum number of CAND lists that can exist simultaneously, are present after the last two lines of image are analyzed. Proof: At any level k, 2 5 k 5 n , of recursion, at any instance, two lists CAND-TOP and CAND-TOP produced from level k -1 are scanned. There are 2"-' such instances corresponding to each level of recursion. So the time T required to introduce vertical threads is proportional to 2 n -k x 2 x ck-I .
Due to the introduction of threads, the border QNODE's of level k -1, that do not condense, are in CAND-TOP or CAND-BOT.
So the value of c k as given by Result 1 is used here. and considering practial values of n .
